CLEAN ROOM PERFORMANCE TESTING

Ramboll is specialized in clean room technology and we are always ahead adopting the latest standards in classification and testing.

Ramboll offers:
- Project management
- Preparation of qualification and validation documents
- Tests - for instance
  - air change rate
  - HEPA-filters
  - test of airborne particles
  - recovery

Clean room documentation
Today, research and production in many other industries also depends on clean rooms and controlled environments. During the last three decades we have specialised in design of clean room solutions for the pharmaceutical industry, including qualification and validation of clean rooms. Ramboll has furthermore specialised in Clean room Performance Testing (CPT) and has been examined by NEBB as CPT Technician R3-Nordic “Clean room Testing and Certification Board” (CTCB).

Ramboll therefore is able to test clean rooms to be used in any line of industry. Ramboll always applies state-of-the-art regulatory standards concerning classification and testing of clean rooms and controlled environments.

Qualification process
The qualification/validation process of clean rooms begins in the early stages of the design with the definition of User Requirement Specifications (URS).

Documentation
After construction and commissioning it must be documented that the clean rooms are in compliance with the URS. The level and extent of the documentation can vary depending on industrial standards, own SOPs and the approving regulatory authority, eg. FDA.

Ramboll takes pride in assisting the client in finding the right level and extent of documentation for clean rooms. We are very experienced in the preparation of documents such as Validation Master Plans, IQ and OQ protocols, etc.

These documents will help client in documenting that any facilities meets the required standards.

Ramboll also performs all required tests to classify clean rooms and documents that the clean rooms are in compliance with official standards. We have our own calibrated instruments, such as laser optical particle counter, photometer, aerosol generator, etc.
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